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Abstract: Accurate measurement of water levels and variations in lakes and reservoirs is crucial for
water management. The retrieval of the accurate variations in water levels in lakes and reservoirs
with small widths from high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images such as the TerraSAR
add-on for Digital Elevation Measurements (TanDEM-X) and COnstellation of small Satellites for
the Mediterranean basin Observation (COSMO-SkyMed) are presented here. A detailed digital
surface model (DSM) for the upstream face of the dam was constructed using SAR interferometry
with TanDEM-X data to estimate the water level. The elevation of the waterline below that of the
interferometric SAR (InSAR) DSM was estimated based on upstream face modeling. The waterline
boundary detected using the SAR Edge Detection Hough Transform algorithm was applied to the
restored DSM. The SAR-derived water level variations showed a high correlation coefficient of
0.99 and a gradient of 1.08 with the gauged data. The difference between the gauged data and
SAR-derived data was within ±1 m, and the standard deviation of the residual was 0.60 m. These
results suggest that water level estimation can be used as an operational supplement for traditional
gauged data at remote sites.
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1. Introduction

Dams and impoundments have been built to enable the storage of water necessary
during the dry season and to control flooding, recreation, navigation, and the generation
of hydropower [1,2]. Water level monitoring is essential because lakes and reservoirs
are proxies for understanding global climate change [3]. Once the water volume has
been determined and combined with precipitation, evaporation, and inflow, the water
balance of lakes and reservoirs can be used to estimate the outflow [4]. However, the
large uncertainties associated with projected precipitation changes make it difficult for the
responsible agencies to perform water management practices, such as water allocation and
water release strategies. Therefore, accurate measurement of water levels and monitoring
of variations in lakes and reservoirs are essential for equitable water allocation to water
management and ecosystem services and to improve the understanding of the impacts of
climate change [5,6].

Acquiring water-level information is impossible if in situ gauge data are inadequate,
if the regions are politically inaccessible, or if lakes and reservoirs are in remote areas [7].
To overcome these limitations, remote sensing data have been used to measure water levels
and estimate water storage. Satellite altimetry products have been combined with surface
water areas (or surface water extent) derived from optical sensors, such as the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Landsat TM/ETM+, and synthetic aper-
ture radar (SAR) imagery (e.g., RADARSAT, JERS-1 and ERS-1/2) [5,8,9]. Most of these
studies have relied on the accuracy of the retrieved water levels, which strongly depend
on the size of the lake or reservoir and the accuracy of water land boundaries defined by
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delineation methods [10,11]. The characteristics of radar altimetry restrict its application to
many lakes and reservoirs that are smaller than approximately 2 km wide, because of their
large footprint size (several kilometers) and limitations due to orbital and atmospheric
errors [12,13].

In optical imagery, the surface water area is delineated by a threshold of vegetation
or a water index. Although the surface water area is suitable for optical imagery such as
Landsat, SPOT, and MODIS, the spatial resolution of MODIS is too low for small lakes, and
it is strongly limited by weather conditions such as clouds and smoke [8,14,15]. Recently,
the monthly dynamics of water extent were estimated for both national and local scales
(two lakes) using Sentinel-2 with 10 m spatial resolution [16]. SAR-based estimation of
the surface water area is limited by the roughening of surface water by the wind [16].
Interferometric phases with high coherence were used to delineate the inundated surface
area based on the scattering characteristics of vegetated areas above surface water [17–19].

Although synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) observations have been
used successfully to study wetland hydrology [20,21], this method is suitable for a wide
area with a gentle slope where the exposed area depends on the water level. Therefore,
whether or not reliable estimates of water levels in lakes and reservoirs with small widths
can be obtained from satellite data remains unknown. A study to estimate the precise water
level in a dam reservoir using accurate boundary extraction and a fine InSAR-based digital
elevation model (DEM) was successfully introduced [22]. Although the technical feasibility
of water level estimation from high-resolution SAR images was presented, further research
is necessary to analyze the water level measurement performance using this method.

The main objective of this study is to provide a fully automated approach for waterline
detection and water level estimation based on two cases: (1) when the digital surface model
(DSM) of the upstream face is available, and (2) when only the slope angle of the bank is
known. With time-series SAR data including large variations in water level, water level
dynamics in a dam and reservoir with a steep slope are compared with in situ data. The
performance of the proposed water level measurement method was determined by analysis
of COSMO-SkyMed and TanDEM-X SAR data.

2. Study Area and Materials
2.1. Study Area

The Daecheong Dam, located at 36◦28.59′N, 127◦28.94′E (Figure 1b), is a multipurpose
dam that provides flood control, a water supply source, and hydroelectric power generation.
The dam is a type of embankment and is 7.2 × 49.5 m2. Construction started in 1975
and was completed in 1980 [23]. The Daecheong Reservoir has a 72 km2 surface area,
was created during the dam’s construction, is upstream of the Geum River, and is a
branch-type, dimictic, and temperate lake with a storage capacity of 1.49 billion m3 [24].
The Jangchan Reservoir, located at 36◦14.74′N, 127◦35.40′E (Figure 1c), is an agricultural
reservoir upstream of Iwoncheon constructed in 1979. Its watershed area is 35.4 km2, and
its effective storage capacity is 3.92 × 106 m3 [25]. We selected these two sites as test sites
because their gauge data are available. In addition, both sites are substantially affected by
the annual rainfall cycle, and the annual water level change is approximately 10 m.
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of the Daecheong Dam and Jangchan Reservoir. The red rectangle corresponds to the frame covered by TanDEM-X. The 
blue rectangle represents the frame covered by COSMO-SkyMed. Google Earth images of (b) the Daecheong Dam and (c) 
Jangchan Reservoir (map data ©2021 Google, Maxar Technologies). 
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Figure 1. (a) Landsat OLI image of the study area acquired on 8 April 2021. The two yellow rectangles delineate the location
of the Daecheong Dam and Jangchan Reservoir. The red rectangle corresponds to the frame covered by TanDEM-X. The
blue rectangle represents the frame covered by COSMO-SkyMed. Google Earth images of (b) the Daecheong Dam and
(c) Jangchan Reservoir (map data ©2021 Google, Maxar Technologies).

2.2. Data
2.2.1. TanDEM-X

TanDEM-X (TerraSAR add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement; TDX) is an inno-
vative satellite SAR interferometer based on two TerraSAR-X (TSX) radar satellites flying
in close formation [26]. Since June 2010, TSX has an identically constructed twin satellite
(TDX) operated by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). The primary objective of the TDX
mission was to generate a global DEM with a spatial resolution of 12 m and a relative
vertical accuracy of 2 m for flat terrain. The revisit period was 11 days. The basic acquisition
mode for the TDX mission is a combination of stripmap imaging and bistatic interfero-
metric modes [27]. With the contribution of TDX bistatic InSAR pairs, a highly accurate
World DEM generation could be achieved by eliminating atmospheric decorrelation due to
repeated pass data acquisition [28]. In this study, TanDEM-X images acquired on 13 April
2011 were used for digital surface model (DSM) generation around the Daecheong Dam
and based on InSAR application.

2.2.2. COSMO-SkyMed

COSMO-SkyMed (COnstellation of small Satellites for Mediterranean basin Observa-
tion, or CSK) is the first Italian dual-use (civil and military) constellation of satellites for
Earth observation. CSK operates in a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of approximately
619.6 km. CSK is composed of four low-Earth orbit mid-sized satellites that were launched
between 2008 and 2010, each equipped with a multimode high-resolution SAR operating in
the X-band. All the satellites were equipped in the same orbital plane. Each satellite has a
16-day orbit cycle. Acquisition modes with one polarization were selected for HH, VV, VH,
or HV. In this study, 30 single-look complex (SLC) images from Level 1A product images
acquired between February 2013 and January 2016 were used for water level analysis. All
images were acquired on the same orbit track at an incidence angle of 32.27◦ and HH
polarization in stripmap mode with a 1.142 m range spacing and 1.924 m azimuth spacing.
A detailed description of the images used in this study is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Description of X-band data used in this study.

Sensor Date Mode Pol.
Pixel Spacing (m) Incidence

Ang. (◦)Range Azimuth

TamDEM-X 13 April 2011 Bistatic-
Stripmap HH 1.364 1.982 44.42

COSMO-
SkyMed

30 scenes from 8
February 2013 to
16 January 2015

Stripmap HH 1 1.142 1.924 32.27

1 HH for horizontal transmit and horizontal receive.

2.2.3. Gauged Data

For the Daecheong Dam, in situ daily water levels at a gauging station were obtained
from the K-water from 1997 to 2017 [29]. These in situ measurements were used to validate
the water levels estimated in this study. For the Jangchan Reservoir, in situ daily water
levels at a gauging station were obtained from the Rural Agricultural Water Resource
Information System operated by the Korea Rural Community Corporation [30]. Both
gauged data were recorded every 10 min.

3. Methods

The water level measurement method introduced by Yoon et al. [22] was adopted
to manage the CSK data. Depending on the possibility of DSM generation for the ex-
posed upstream face of the dam or bank, the water level estimation method should differ.
For dams or banks sufficiently large enough, a detailed DSM was generated using SAR
interferometry with TanDEM-X data.

The water level estimation comprised two steps. First, the generated detailed DSM
was used for the upstream face modeling (hereafter, slope modeling) to obtain the elevation
(or level) of the waterline below that of the InSAR DSM. Second, an accurate waterline,
the boundary between a water body and an exposed upstream face of a dam (Figure 2),
was detected using the SAR edge detection Hough transform (SEDHT) algorithm [22].
Unfortunately, a detailed DSM for the upstream face of the dam or bank could not always
be generated. Therefore, we also used a simple method to estimate the relative water level
change, assuming a constant slope in the absence of a DSM for the particular dam slope.
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3.1. Generation of an InSAR DSM for the Upstream Face of the Dam

A DSM of the dam structure can be built through a variety of methods, including
leveling, photogrammetry, GPS, and InSAR. InSAR using TerraSAR-X was used to build
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a DSM over the dam, and the root mean square error between the TerraSAR-X InSAR
DSM and the GPS-based DSM of the upstream face was 88 cm according to Yoon et al. [22].
TanDEM-X paved the way for detailed and accurate DEM generation by flying in a close
orbit formation. The German Aerospace Center (DLR) announced the targeted relative
and absolute vertical accuracy of the TDX World DSM as 2 m and 6 m, respectively [31].
However, no detailed analysis of the TanDEM-X DSM has been conducted in inclined areas
or for various land covers [32]. The interferometric processing of TanDEM-X data was
accomplished using in-house and GAMMA software [33]. InSAR DSM SAR processing
was performed on TanDEM-X data using the co-registered single-look slant-range complex
format provided by the DLR. The perpendicular baseline of the TanDEM-X data was
341.2 m, and the ambiguity height was −44.3 m. The flow of the DSM generation is
shown in Figure 3. The interferogram was flattened using a 1-arc second (~30 m) Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM. The coherence image was derived from the
interferogram filtered using a 7 × 7 adaptive spatial filter. The filtered image was subjected
to phase unwrapping using a minimum cost flow algorithm. The unwrapped phase
was added to the simulated phase from the SRTM and converted into height values
using an interferometric geometry. The final geocoded InSAR DSM was produced using
UTM coordinates.
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A highly accurate InSAR DSM was generated. However, estimating the water level is
not always possible if the waterline is extracted from an image located below the water level
of the InSAR DSM. To solve this problem, Yoon et al. [22] proposed performing dam slope
modeling of the InSAR DSM while assuming that the inclination of the upstream slope is
constant. Slope modeling proceeded as the interferometric phase was filtered out at the
water body according to the water level at the time the TDX data were taken, after which
modeling processing was conducted through extrapolation. This step enables the boundary
line to be extracted from the lower water level to overlay the restored InSAR DSM.

3.2. Waterline Boundary Detection

All SLC images were co-registered to a reference image using amplitude correlation to
match the dataset to its radar coordinates. Because interferometric analysis is not relevant
to this step procedure, any data can be selected as a reference. However, to reduce the
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co-registration error, an image in the middle of the data collection period and baseline
(the distance between repeat orbits) can be a good candidate. In this study, the first CSK
image acquired on 8 February 2013 was selected as the reference. An area of approximately
0.8 × 0.8 km2 (400 × 400 pixels) centered on the Daecheong Dam was cropped from the
40 × 48 km2 SLC images. All CSK SLC images were converted into intensity images.

In SAR images, the edge between land and water can be easily detected because
the backscattering on the waterbody is low by specular reflection on water. However,
when the water surface is roughened by wind, it is difficult to find the boundary because
of the increased backscatter on the water surface. SEDHT can be applied without edge
detection or spatial filtering to reduce speckle noise. The CSK stripmap mode data were
noisy, making it difficult to discern the boundary between the water body and an exposed
slope, especially in windy day images.

To reduce noise disturbance, Castan’s infinite symmetric exponential filter (ISEF) was
applied to all the CSK intensity images. The ISEF uses a filter of infinite size to control
the effects of noise as much as possible, with a sharp profile in its center to improve
the precision of localization [34]. Therefore, it has better signal-to-noise ratios and better
localization than other common noise suppression filters, such as the mean and median [35].
Even without spatial filtering, most of the data showed precise results, except for some
data taken on a windy day. Comparing the results with no filter applied, the median filter
showed better and worse results, while the ISEF always showed the best results from
all data.

The SEDHT algorithm was applied to the ISEF-filtered images, which is a boundary
detection algorithm based on the Hough transform. The result of the SEDHT image is
expressed as H(ρ, θ), where ρ is the distance from the origin to the closest point on the
straight line, and θ is the angle between the x-axis and the line connecting the origin with
the closest point. The differentiation is calculated as the difference between the H(ρ + 1,
θ) and H(ρ − 1, θ) values on the right and left sides of H(ρ, θ) along the ρ-axis in the
Hough domain. The maximum differentiation value along the ρ-axis in the Hough domain
corresponds to the boundary line between the upstream face of the dam and the water
body because an amplitude image was used instead of a binary image of the edge map
generated by an edge detector. The boundary can be effectively detected while preserving
SAR spatial resolution. The boundary detected by SEDHT imposed on the restored TDX
InSAR DSM by the dam slope model was used to estimate the height of the detected line
corresponding to the water level.

3.3. Relative Water Level Estimation

Figure 4 shows the pseudo RGB composite image produced with three CSK images
from 5 May 2015, 6 June 2015 and 10 September 2015, with different water levels. Although
changes in the water surface are more clearly observed on the left side of the gentle slope
than on the bank on the right side, the DSM that includes the elevation at the bottom of
the reservoir must be set in advance to extract the elevation at the gentle slope according
to water level changes. However, the relative water level change can be estimated using
the DSM or at least the slope of the bank. In particular, when creating a DSM of a bank
structure is difficult, the relative water level change can be detected by assuming that the
bank is a plane with a constant slope. In Figure 2, the distance in the range direction (ri) is
different because of the backscattering change between the water surface and the exposed
upstream face of the bank. The relationship between the relative water level change (∆h)
and the range distance change (∆r) associated with the movement of the boundary line is
as follows:

∆h
∆s

= sin(θbank), (1)

r1 − r2 = ∆r = ∆s· sin(θinc − θbank), (2)

∆h =
∆r

sin(θinc − θbank)
· sin(θbank). (3)
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where ∆s is the distance along the upstream face due to water level change, and θinc and
θbank are the SAR sensor’s incidence angle and the slope of the upstream face, respectively.
As the slope of dams or banks is close to the incidence angle of the SAR sensor, the
sensitivity to the slant range change (∆r) according to the water level change (∆h) decreases,
as shown in Equation (3). Information on the slope of the upstream face can be obtained
from the auxiliary data on a reservoir. Alternatively, instead of creating a DSM of the
upstream face, InSAR or photogrammetry can be applied to estimate the slope angle only,
which may cover part of the upstream face.
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4. Results
4.1. Measurement of Water Levels with DSM

The SAR data collected from the ascending and descending orbits showed different
radar distortions on the dam slope. To investigate the actual conditions, we analyzed
the InSAR DSMs generated using a descending orbit as well as an ascending orbit. The
descending image shows foreshortening on the upstream face of the dam that may cause
squeezing of the fringes on the dam surface, while the ascending image shows the slope
of the upstream face well. Therefore, the TDX InSAR DSM generated from the ascending
image acquired on 13 April 2011 was used for water level estimation.

Because of the short temporal baseline of only 0.14 s, highly coherent interferometric
phases over 0.7 were well maintained at the dam structure and over nearly the entire
scene, including forests and vegetation areas. Detailed topographic characteristics of the
upstream face of the dam were retrieved using a 4 m × 4 m pixel spacing based on a 2 × 2
multi-looked interferogram. Figure 5a shows the final InSAR DSM generated using the
ascending TDX data presented in Table 1. To enhance topographic details, the InSAR DSM
was displayed with a fringe of 100 m height. The fringe is a complete color cycle (cyan,
purple, magenta, yellow, and green). The accuracy of the generated DSM was not analyzed,
as reference data were not available. The final geocoded InSAR DEM was generated using
UTM coordinates. Since it also includes the geometry and structure of the dam slope, it
will be referred to as DSM hereafter.

All CSK SLC images were acquired in ascending mode, similar to TanDEM-X, for
the water level measurement on the upstream face of the Daecheong Dam. Because the
boundary detection must be performed in range and azimuth radar coordinates to preserve
the edge well, the geocoded TDX DSM must be transformed into a radar-coordinated DSM
using the orbit of each SAR dataset. Figure 6a shows the height from the TDX InSAR DSM,
overlaid with the amplitude CSK image acquired on 8 February 2013. The water gate of
the dam appeared clearly in the middle of the image because of multiple scattering. The
upstream face of the dam was located below the water gate. Based on the TDX InSAR
DSM, which includes only a part of the slope, the extent of the DSM surface to the bottom
of the upstream surface was modeled by fitting a planar equation (Figure 6b).
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The SEDHT approach was applied for boundary extraction of all the CSK images.
Figure 7 shows an example of SEDHT application to the ISEF-filtered amplitude image on
8 February 2013. Figure 7a shows the SEDHT image of the amplitude image in the Hough
domain. Figure 7b shows the maximum differentiation value along the ρ-axis in the Hough
domain. In this example, a precise boundary line is detected at ρ = −9 and θ = 85.5◦.
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All CSK SLC images were co-registered to a chosen reference image (8 February 2013)
to match the radar coordinates. With these co-registered SLCs, we can use the same radar
coordinated DSM for water level estimation, instead of making radar coordinated DSMs
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for each CSK image with a slightly different orbit trajectory. However, when the SAR
data are acquired on different orbits or imaging geometries, the radar coordinated DSM
should be generated for each SAR dataset. Figure 8 shows the results of the water-level
measurement processing steps. In contrast to Yoon et al. [22], we applied the ISEF filter
to reduce noise in the CSK amplitude image before the SEDHT algorithm was applied
(Figure 8c). Although filtering occurs, blurring spatially by reducing noise, a 1 × 1 MLI
CSK enabled precise extraction of the boundary line. The boundary detected by SEDHT
was imposed on the restored TDX InSAR DSM using the dam slope model (Figure 8e,f).
The mean water level was 95.5 m with a standard deviation of 0.32 m. The water levels for
all CSK collections were observed by applying the method described above.
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(e) Restored DSM of the upstream face by slope modeling. The red line denotes the boundary
detected by SEDHT. (f) Estimated water level along the red line in (e).

4.2. Comparison with In Situ Measurement

The water level change of the dam is strongly influenced by the annual rainfall cycle.
Thus, we validated and detected the water level changes in dam reservoirs. First, the water
boundaries were extracted by SEDHT and imposed on the restored TDX InSAR DSM, and
the estimated water levels were compared with gauge data provided by the K-water. The
gauge station was immediately adjacent to the target slope. The water level at the time
of CSK image observation was obtained through interpolation of gauged data measured
every 10 min. The water level recorded by the gauge station is the orthometric height. The
elevation in the TDX InSAR DSM is the WGS84 ellipsoidal height. Before the comparison
with the gauge station data, the mean geoid height (25 m) around the dam was used to
compensate for the elevation difference (Figure 9a).

Even after compensating for the geoid height, there was still a slight difference in
water levels between the gauged water levels (square dotted line in Figure 9a) and the SAR
measurement (solid circle in Figure 9a). This difference may be due to the inaccuracy of the
absolute phase calibration during the generation of the TDX DSM and/or the uncertainty
of the reference height of the in situ gauge. Instead of compensating for the geoid height
around the dam, the average water level difference (23.01 m) between the ellipsoidal height
from the measured SAR and the orthometric height from the gauge station were subtracted.
The trend of water level changes in the gauge data (open square dotted line in Figure 9a)
and SAR-derived data (solid circle line in Figure 9a) were well matched. The difference
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between the gauged data and SAR-derived data (triangle dotted line) was within ±1 m,
and the standard deviation of the residual was only 0.60 m.
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Figure 9. (a) Water level estimated from SAR (the solid circle line denotes water levels converted to
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(b) Correlation between SAR measurements after geoid height compensation and ground truth.

Figure 9b shows a comparison of the SAR-measured water level before the geoid
height compensation and the gauged water level at the station. A correlation coefficient of
0.99, and a gradient of 1.08, were obtained. Despite a shift, the high correlation coefficient
and a gradient of approximately 1 indicated successful water level measurements in the
dam using SAR with high accuracy.

4.3. Measurement and Comparison of Relative Water Levels without DSM

Unlike the Daecheong Dam, the bank in the Jangchan Reservoir does not have a
sufficiently good interferometric phase to generate DSM using TanDEM-X images because
the extent of the bank slope exposed above the water level is too small. Here, we used
several CSK interferograms with a very short time interval and well-exposed upstream
faces in both CSK SAR images. The selected CSK interferograms were stacked and averaged
to obtain a slope model. Considering the quality of DSM and for testing Equation (3) to
estimate the relative water level using only the slope of the bank (θbank), we extracted a
slope angle of 16◦ from the rough slope model. The SEDHT approach was applied to 30 CSK
images. Relative water levels were calculated using Equation (3). The estimated relative
water levels were compared with the absolute water levels measured at the Jangchan
Reservoir station.

The trend of water level changes demonstrated by the gauge data (solid circle line in
Figure 10a) and SAR-derived data (square dotted line in Figure 10a) was in good agreement.
Figure 10b shows a scatter plot of the water levels observed at the gauging station and the
relative water levels obtained by the proposed method. The slope of the first-order linear
regression analysis was 1.08, and the squared correlation coefficient was 0.975. However,
when the observed water level at the station was between 164 and 167 m, the relative water
level by SAR remained at almost 0 m. In Equation (3), the range change according to the
water level change is proportional to the difference between the incident angle of a satellite
and the bank slope. Even if the slope of the bank and the sensor’s incidence angle are
equal, there is no change in the slant range distance (∆r) owing to the water level change.
The field survey confirmed that the slope of the upper part of the bank slope was higher
than that of the lower part. Therefore, we believe that the SAR measurements of 0 m are
associated with the change in bank slope close to the incident angle of the satellite (32◦).
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5. Discussion

The measured water level correlated well with the gauge station data, but the accuracy
of the measured water level according to this study was affected by the precision of the
InSAR DSM. The TDX and CSK data used for the water level measurements in this study
were acquired in stripmap mode with a spatial resolution of approximately 2 m. Although
the spatial resolution of data in stripmap mode is worse than that in spotlight mode, the
InSAR DSM generation using TDX data in stripmap mode showed good precision for
providing water level estimation results. We posit that the TDX data on the spotlight
mode improve the precision of InSAR DSM construction, and subsequently, water level
measurements.

Unlike optical data, the intensity of the slope can vary according to the radar distortion,
such as layover and foreshortening, according to the local incidence angle. The proposed
method depends on the slope structure of the upstream face. Therefore, the targeted
upstream face should be selected according to the geometric characteristics of the dam
structure and the surrounding topography. SAR data should also be collected under
favorable conditions to fit the targeted area, and the geometric characteristics of the dam
structure and surrounding topography should be considered.

In addition, SAR data with different acquisition parameters (orbit, look direction, inci-
dence angle, and resolution) can introduce additional errors in the water level estimation.
For example, each image with a different incidence angle requires different DSMs with
radar coordinates (range, azimuth) for each image. The coordinate transformation from a
map coordinate to a radar coordinate can cause errors due to orbit inaccuracies. Therefore,
SAR data collection using the same acquisition parameters, such as interferometric pairs, is
preferred over multi-temporal data collected with various imaging geometries.

The main limitation of applying the proposed technique is that a long stretch of the
upstream face is required. In addition, a DSM of slope, or at least a slope angle, is required.
A DSM of the dam structure can be generated using InSAR, GPS survey [22], or other
surveys such as photogrammetry. When the DSM generation of the area of interest is not
applicable because of the lack of data or the limited extent of the upstream face, the slope
angle from the auxiliary report for reservoirs can be used.

6. Conclusions

Knowledge of water level variations in reservoirs and dams is essential for water
balance studies, water allocation, and water release strategies. The main objective of this
study was to detect waterlines and estimate water level changes using only high-resolution
SAR interferometry and amplitude images. The TDX InSAR DSM of the dam structure was
generated from the ascending image, which was more favorable for water level estimation
on the targeted slope acquired on 13 April 2011. The extent of the DSM surface to the
lower part of the upstream face was modeled as a plane on the basis of the TDX InSAR
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DSM, covering only a part of the slope. The waterline detected by SEDHT was imposed
on the restored TDX InSAR DSM using the dam slope model, and the water level was
estimated. The difference between the gauged data and SAR-derived data was within ±1
m with 0.60 m of a standard deviation of residual, and comparison of the SAR-measured
water level before the geoid height compensation against the gauged water level at the
station had a correlation coefficient of 0.99. This result is meaningful because we estimated
water level changes in a dam reservoir using only X-band SAR data without in situ gauge
measurements.

In 2025, the Ministry of Environment and K-water plan to launch the next-generation
medium satellite No. 5 (water resource/water disaster satellite) equipped with C-band
SAR [36]. In future work, research on detecting waterlines on dams and estimating water
level changes in dam reservoirs by using water resource/water disaster satellites will enable
the monitoring of dams and reservoirs without in situ gauges in the Korean Peninsula,
including North Korea, which is extremely limited due to geographical and political access.
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